After years of study, professor seeks change for system inferior to Korea’s

When it comes to mathematical achievement, other nations are declaring America's system inferior. To the 10 years Janice Grow, professor of education, has been working to change the system that produced her from the U.S. Department of Education is pending with help from Kim and others with the translation.

Janice Grow
Professor of Education

Janice Grow said she left Korea in 1996 as an exchange professor at Pusan National University in Korea. Before she left, Grow said she began a mad literature search on Korean mathematics. Grow took a sabbatical from 1995 to 1996 as an exchange professor at Pusan National University in Korea. Before she left, Grow said she began a mad literature search on Korean mathematics. Grow said she left Korea in 1996 as an exchange professor at Pusan National University in Korea. Before she left, Grow said she began a mad literature search on Korean mathematics.

Korean students work on a problem-solving activity in a private school. Janice Grow, professor of education, has worked for the past 10 years to bring Korean mathematical teaching techniques to the United States. After a 1995 study, she said she found that Korean students consistently outperformed American students, and her goal is to educate the United States about the difference in teaching.
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Grow said she has presented with Hyun-Joo Kim, associate professor of Education, at the American Educational Research Association.
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Grow said she has presented with Hyun-Joo Kim, associate professor of Education, at the American Educational Research Association. For the past 10 years, Janice Grow, professor of education, has been working to change the system that produced her from the U.S. Department of Education. The Journal of Educational Psychology published their study in 2001.

Grow is working on getting the curriculum permitted her to develop a following. The Korean Broadcasting System is interested in their curriculum.

Grow said her name might not be on the final product when the textbook is finally published, but all she cares about is having the information out there. She is a fluent Korean speaker, so she said speaking Korean would allow her to discuss the material and the difference in the way mathematics is taught in Asia from the way it is taught here. Grow said.
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